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On Yoga of Action -- Karmayoga
Good, practical advice IMHO
No beggar whom we have helped has ever owed a single cent to us; we owe everything to
him, because he has allowed us to exercise our charity on him. It is entirely wrong to think that
we have done, or can do, good to the world, or to think that we have helped such and such
people. It is a foolish thought, and all foolish thoughts bring misery. We think that we have
helped some man and expect him to thank us, and because he does not, unhappiness comes
to us. Why should we expect anything in return for what we do? Be grateful to the man you
help, think of him as God. Is it not a great privilege to be allowed to worship God by helping
our fellow men? If we were really unattached, we should escape all this pain of vain
expectation, and could cheerfully do good work in the world. Never will unhappiness or misery
come through work done without attachment.
.......................
The greatest weakness often insinuates itself as the greatest good and strength. It is a
weakness to think that any one is dependent on me, and that I can do good to another. This
belief is the mother of all our attachment, and through this attachment comes all our pain. We
must inform our minds that no one in this universe depends upon us; not one beggar depends
on our charity; not one soul on our kindness; not one living thing on our help. All are helped on
by nature, and will be so helped even though millions of us were not here. The course of
nature will not stop for such as you and me; it is, as already pointed out, only a blessed
privilege to you and to me that we are allowed, in the way of helping others, to educate
ourselves. This is a great lesson to learn in life, and when we have learned it fully, we shall
never be unhappy; we can go and mix without harm in society anywhere and everywhere.
...............................
When you give something to a man and expect nothing do not even expect the man to be
grateful his ingratitude will not tell upon you, because you never expected anything, never
thought you had any right to anything in the way of a return. You gave him what he deserved;
his own Karma got it for him; your Karma made you the carrier thereof. Why should you be
proud of having given away something? You are the porter that carried the money or other
kind of gift, and the world deserved it by its own Karma. Where is then the reason for pride in
you? There is nothing very great in what you give to the world.
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